
Breed Category Length Other/ 

 Clipper Trim 
or Body 
Contour 

Hand Scissor  

Standard Poodles $75-120 $120 + up +$5 Clean Face 
+$10 Clean Feet 

Small Poodles and Bichons $45-65 $65 + up +$5 Clean Face 
+$5 Clean Feet 

Poodle Mix  Under 30lbs $45-65 $65 + up  

Poodle Mix  31-55lbs $60-85 $85 + up  

Poodle Mix  56-85lbs $70-95 $95 + up  

Poodle Mix  86-100lbs $80-105 $105 + up  

Poodle Mix  101lbs and Up $90-115 $115 + up  

Straight/Drop Coated Breeds 
Under 30lbs 

$45-55  Shihtzu, Havanese, Lhasa, Maltese, Peke, 
Yorkie, Cavalier, Dacshund, Chihuahua 

Double Coat  Under 30lbs $55-75   

Double Coat  31-55lbs $65-85   

Double Coat  56-85lbs $75-95   

Double Coat  86-100lbs $85-105   

Double Coat  101lbs and up $105 + up   

 

 Pattern Cuts/Breed Clip  

 One Length Pattern Clip   

Long Legged Terriers $55-75 $65 -85  Incl. St. and Gt. Schnauzer, Wheaton 

Short Legged Terriers $45-65 $55 -75  Incl. Mini Schnauzer, Brussels, 
Affenpinscher, Westie 

Spaniels/Setters $55-75 $65-85 Contour Trim $50 Excludes Cocker and Water Spaniels 

Cocker Spaniel $50-60 (under 
½”) 

$55-65 (Field 
Cut) 

$65-75 (Full Skirt)  

Breed Style and Price 

Old English Sheepdog Same as Poodle Mix  

Irish Water Span., Port. Water Dog, Am. Water 
Span. 

Same as Poodle Mix  

Bouvier Same as Poodle Mix  

 
Prices are subject to change based on your dog’s temperament and tolerance to grooming. Dogs that are excessively 
wiggly, struggle, bite and/or require two people to safely complete the groom require more time and skill and will be 

charged accordingly. 

All prices include bath, blow dry, brush out, nail trimming, ear cleaning. These prices are based on the average size dog 
for the breed and average coat. If your dog has an excessively long or thick coat for its breed (for example a very densely 
coated Golden Retriever) there will be an additional charge for the extra time required to bathe, dry and brush out the 

thick coat.  

De-Matting - $1 per minute. We don’t de-mat excessively matted dogs; if you think your dog is excessively matted 
please schedule a free consultation with your groomer prior to your appointment. We’ll be happy to take a look at your 
dog’s coat and discuss options with you. 

Matted Shave – if your dog is excessively matted and requires a very short shave all over, a matted shave fee of $10-$50 

will apply as shaving a severely matted coat is a time consuming process requiring extra time and skill to be done safely. 



Body Contour Trim is trimming of the pads and toe hair, plus light trimming of feathers on front legs and back legs, long 
hairs on belly and chest, tail and ears to neaten the appearance of the dog without shortening the overall length more 

than a small amount. Also referred to as a Breed Groom.  

One Length means the body and legs are the same length as opposed to the pattern cut specific to the breed, the face 

can be shaved short or styled appropriately for the breed. 

Hand Scissor is when clippers are not used to set the length on the body, only scissoring. Clippers are still used for the 
sanitary trim, pads and feet, and clean face. Shorter trims are always finished with scissors, but the use of clipper guard 
combs drastically shortens the amount of time the groom takes to complete, hence why a hand scissor haircut is more 

expensive. 

Drop Coats – Breeds and mixes with straight or slightly wavy hair such as Shih-Tzu, Maltese, Lhasa, King Charles Spaniel, 

Tibetan Terrier, Papillion, Pekinese, Havanese, Yorkie.  

Please note that we do not recommend shaving a double coated breed under 5/8” unless necessary due to matting. 

Long Legged Terriers include most terriers over 30lbs  

Short Legged Terriers include most terriers under 30lbs 

Cocker Spaniels: A field cut is a cocker pattern with the skirt and legs shaved to ¾” or shorter. Full Skirt is the cocker 
pattern with the legs and skirt left at 1inch or longer. Ears can be left full, shaved short or cocker ears which are the top 

1/3 of the ears shaved and the rest left full. 

 


